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ABSTRACT: By conducting both a bottle test and isolate drop−drop
experiments, we determine the coalescence rates of water droplets within
water-in-oil emulsions stabilized by a large amount of Span 80 in the
presence of Tween 20, a surfactant that acts as a demulsifier. Using a
microscopic model based on a theory of hole nucleation, we establish an
analytical formula that quantitatively predicts the coalescence frequency per
unit area of droplets whose interfaces are fully covered by surfactant
molecules. Despite its simplicity and the strong assumptions made for its
derivation, this formula captures our experimental findings on Span 80-
stabilized emulsions as well as other results, found in the literature,
remarkably well on a wide range of water-in-crude oil systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Water and oil do not mix when whisked together. The
mechanical energy input enables the system to form an emulsion
state that is a dispersion of water droplets in oil or oil droplets in
water. However, this state per se is unstable because of the
natural tendency for water and oil to phase separate in order to
reduce their interfacial area and hence their interfacial energy.1 If
the mixture consists only of oil and water, then the duration of
such a phase separation process is typically on the order of a few
seconds. However, the presence of surfactant molecules in the
emulsion strongly enhances its stability. The characteristic time
scales for the destabilization process can then span a wide range
from a few minutes up to several months or years depending on
the physicochemical characteristics of the system. During this
destruction process, the average droplet size tends to increase
with time through several possible mechanisms such as Ostwald
ripening or coalescence.1 Coalescence which is the fusion of two
adjacent droplets by the rupturing of the thin film that separates
them is thus an essential mechanism that controls emulsion
stability. The adsorption of surfactant molecules at water−oil
interfaces is known to improve the stability of emulsions against
coalescence. However, hitherto the underlying physics of
coalescence has remained elusive and has still been a subject
of debate in the scientific community.
Several scenarios for coalescence have been proposed in the

literature. For concentrated emulsion systems having high
amounts of surfactant, the thickness of the interstitial thin film
between two droplets fully covered by surfactant molecules can
reach the size of a molecule.2 In such a regime under which the
rupture of a thin film is governed by thermal fluctuations,3−5

coalescence is expected to be a stochastic phenomenon with a
probability for the fusion of two droplets that increases with their
contact area.6−9 This coalescence scenario has recently been
experimentally confirmed in 2D foams.10 The coalescence rate
per unit contact area, ω, is therefore a key parameter for
emulsion science because it determines the stability of such
emulsion systems. Recently, Dinh et al.11 have shown that the
value of this parameter can easily be extracted from bottle test
experiments performed on concentrated emulsions.
Kabalnov et al.12,13 have elucidated the crucial role played by

the spontaneous curvature of the surfactant films in selecting the
nature of the emulsions that naturally form when water and oil
are mixed together. Surfactant films with negative (respectively
positive) spontaneous curvatures tend to stabilize W/O
(respectively O/W) emulsions. According to these authors,
the coalescence rate per unit area, ω, also strongly depends on
the spontaneous curvature of a surfactant monolayer since this
parameter affects the bending energy cost required to nucleate a
transient neck between two droplets. Although the approach of
Kabalnov et al.12 well anticipates the nature of an emulsion and
its stability, it eventually fails to quantitatively predict an
emulsion lifetime and to relate it to the spontaneous curvature of
the surfactant monolayers present in the system. Several studies
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performed on O/W and W/O emulsions obtained fromWinsor
I andWinsor II systems, respectively, illustrate this fact very well.
A possible explanation for this may lie in the fact that an
emulsion lifetime depends not only on the coalescence
frequency but also on the average droplet size.11 During the
emulsification process, the average droplet size, which results
from a mechanical balance between hydrodynamic and
interfacial forces, is monitored by the value of the interfacial
tension (IFT), a parameter that can be related at a molecular
scale to the shape of a surfactant molecule and therefore to the
spontaneous curvature of the monolayer it forms at interfaces.
In the present study, we extend the approach used by Dinh et

al.11 to now investigate the coalescence of concentrated
emulsions prepared with a binary surfactant mixture, whose
surfactant molecules present opposite spontaneous curvature of
their monolayers. We present experimental and theoretical
evidence that water-soluble Tween 20 acts toward W/O
emulsions, stabilized by Span 80, as a demulsifier that may
considerably reduce the emulsion lifetime. Following the
methodology recently developed by Dinh et al.,11 we determine
the value of ω for such emulsion systems from bottle test
measurements.We then systematically study the variation of this
parameter with the composition of the surfactant mixture used
to prepare the emulsion. Our experimental findings agree well
with values obtained from drop−drop experiments. Using a
theoretical framework built on the thermodynamics of hole
nucleation,12 we then present a microscopic model that well
describes coalescence occurring in concentrated emulsions. We
derive an analytical expression for ω, the coalescence rate per
unit of area, in terms of the water/oil interfacial tension and the
physicochemical parameters of the emulsion system at play in
the problem. We demonstrate the robustness and universality of
our model by comparing its predictions with experimental
findings found in the literature for a wide range of water-in-crude
oil emulsion systems.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Emulsion Preparation and Bottle Test Experiments. The

continuous phase of the W/O emulsions studied herein consists of
dodecane (Thermo Fisher Scientific ref. 117590025) to which we add
800 ppm (∼8 × CMC, 1 ppm = 1.8 × 10−3 mol/L) Span 80 (Fisher
Scientific ref.15474919), a surfactant that favors the formation of W/O
emulsions. For the aqueous dispersed phase, sodium chloride (Fisher
Scientific) is added to deionized water (18 MΩ). The role of NaCl is
twofold because it screens out all possible electrostatic interactions
arising from residual traces of ionic surfactant molecules14 and prevents
Ostwald ripening from being the prevalent destabilization mechanism
of the emulsion. To ensure the robustness of our results, we carefully
perform tests working with both 10 and 100 mM NaCl (Debye length
smaller than 3 nm), and the experimental results are essentially the same
between these two salt concentrations. For all of the bottle tests
presented hereinafter, we use 24 mL cylindrical vials of approximately 2
cm diameter and we work with a water/oil volume ratio of 1 and a total
volume of fluids of 15 mL. We proceed as follows: we first pour into a
vial 7.5 mL of water that we then complete with an addition of 7.5 mL of
oil. As water and dodecane are sparingly miscible with each other, we let
these two fluids equilibrate at rest for at least 30 min before starting the
emulsification process. We prepare our emulsions with an Ultra-Turrax
(IKA-T10) working with a rotational speed of 15 000 rpm. Under these
operating conditions, the mean droplet size is in the range of 7−12 μm.

As witnessed in Figure 1, because of the density difference between
water and oil phases, gravity-driven settling of water droplets generates
over time two noticeable macroscopic interfaces in the system: a water/
emulsion interface observed at the bottom of the vial which creates a
water leg and an emulsion/oil interface found at the top of the same vial.
We quantify the time evolution of emulsions and characterize their
stability by following the positions of these two interfaces over time. We
name their respective positions HW and HS, taken from the bottom of
the vial, as depicted in Figure 1b. To capture HW and HS at different
stages of the destabilization process, we image the emulsion system at
evenly spaced time intervals using a Nikon D5100 camera working with
backlighting (Figure 1a).

From each image taken, we extract the positions of both the water/
emulsion (HW) and emulsion/oil (HS) interfaces using custom-written
MATLAB image processing software. Note that since these two

Figure 1. (A) Snapshot images of the destruction kinetics process observed in a bottle test experiment. The emulsion is formed by mixing a dodecane
phase containing 800 ppm Span 80 and a water phase containing 10 mM NaCl. (B) Time evolution of the positions of the two interfaces HW (blue
diamonds) and HS (red squares) that are detected in the experiment reported in panel A. (C) Schematic representation of the two macroscopic
interfaces that form during the destruction of a W/O emulsion in bottle test experiments. Definitions of HW and HS, the respective positions of the
water/emulsion and emulsion/oil interfaces from the bottom of the vial, and of parameters τc, τ

★, and L0, discussed in the main text of the article.
Figure adapted from ref 11.
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interfaces do not necessarily appear as horizontal straight lines, some
significant uncertainties in the experimental determination of their
positionsmay result. This is particularly true for theHW interface, where
a meniscus is clearly noticeable (Figure 1a). For this reason, we average
the intensity of the image along each horizontal line and study the
profile I(z) of this averaged intensity along z, the vertical direction of
the vial height. From this intensity profile, we extract the positions of the
two interfaces using a standard intensity gradient method. Note that the
noise observed for the HS interface is typically of the order of one
droplet radius.
2.2. Interfacial Tension Measurements. The formation and

stability of an emulsion greatly depend on the amount and nature of
surfactant molecules present in the system. Their adsorption on the oil/
water interface also lower the value of the water/oil interfacial tension, a
parameter that plays a critical role in the selection of the droplet size
during the emulsification process. For this reason, we well characterize
the water/oil interfacial tension, γ, as a function of the concentration of
the surfactant that is systematically varied in our model emulsion
systems. We measure γ in these systems with a pendant drop
tensiometer (Tracker, from Teclis-Scientific, France). Briefly, a drop
of water of typically a few microliters immersed in the oil phase is
formed at the bottom tip of a vertical needle with a syringe. The
temperature is 23 °C. The drop profile is determined by image analysis,
from which the surface tension is derived. Under mechanical
equilibrium of capillary and gravity forces, the Laplace equation relates
the pressure difference across the interface, the surface tension, and the
surface curvature. Note that before performing any measurement, water
and oil phases are left in contact for at least 24 h so that the partitioning
of the surfactant between both phases can reach its equilibrium state.
For all of our systems, by systematically varying the concentration of the
surfactant in the bulk, we can deduce the equilibrium isotherm
adsorption curve which is of primary importance for our modeling work
by using the Gibbs adsorption equation and our measurements of
interfacial tension. The data are shown in the SI. The CMCs of Span 80
and Tween 20 are roughly 100 ppm.
2.3. Drop−Drop Experiments. An effective method for studying

the rate of coalescence at the drop scale is the drop−drop experiment.
Such an experiment consists of contacting two facing drops and
measuring their drop rest time, which is the time elapsed between their
contact and their merging.15 In our study, two water drops are formed at
the tips of two vertical needles facing each other and immersed in an oil-
filled tank, as depicted and defined in Figure 2. The volume of the two
drops which is typically on the order of 2 μL is finely tuned by means of
a syringe driver. Once formed, these two drops are allowed to rest, for a
certain duration, called the aging time. This duration (typically 5 min in
our experiments) is chosen to be large enough that the adsorption of the
surfactant molecules at the interface, which occurs by diffusion from the
bulk, can be completed and reach its equilibrium state. This diffusion
time can be estimated from the interfacial tension measurements (SI).
After this equilibration time, the upper needle which is mounted on a
vertical linear motor stage connected to a controller is slowly translated
downward until the drop attached to its tip meets the other motionless
drop. The two drops are then left at rest until they merge. A side-view
video of the system recorded with a CCD camera, working at 1 fps,
allows one to determine the drop rest (or coalescence) time. Because of
its important weight that overcomes capillary forces, the large drop that
forms after the merging of the two drops detaches from the tip of the
bottom needle and directly falls to the bottom of the tank. The upper
needle is then translated up to its initial position, two new drops are
created at each tip of the two needles, and another experiment is
conducted. This automatic setup which allows one to perform high-
throughput measurements under the same experimental conditions is a
useful tool for the statistical study of coalescence times. All of our
experimental data are collected over approximately 50 droplet pairs,
working at an operating temperature of 23 °C.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To investigate and characterize coalescence occurring in concentrated
emulsions, we perform both drop−drop experiments and bottle test

experiments. With these two techniques, we study the destabilization
through coalescence of W/O emulsion systems stabilized by 800 ppm
Span 80 to which we add various amounts of Tween 20 while
maintaining the volume ratio of water over oil at 1. Span 80 (HLB 4.3)
and Tween 20 (HLB 16.7) are two surfactant systems that are well
known to promote the formation of W/O and O/W emulsions,
respectively. Because of their different packing parameters,16,17 Tween
20 molecules form interfacial films having the opposite spontaneous
curvature to that formed with Span 80 molecules. This water-soluble
surfactant which naturally tends to form O/W emulsions should
therefore act with respect to the reference W/O emulsion system as a
demulsifier. In order to investigate this effect, we characterize the
coalescence rate per unit area, ω, of these various W/O emulsions and
study how its variation correlates to the amount of Tween 20 added to
the system.

3.1. Measurement of Coalescence Frequencies Using Bottle
Test Experiments. In bottle test experiments, the phase separation
and destruction of W/O emulsions stabilized by a large numbers of
surfactant molecules occur in a complex but reproducible manner. As
illustrated in Figure 1a, this process involves two macroscopic
interfaces: a water/emulsion and an emulsion/oil interface. Their
respective positions, HS and HW, defined as in Figure 1b, evolve over
time. In the first regime, typically lasting a few tens of minutes, the water
droplets settle because of the density difference between water and
dodecane. As a result, a noticeable oil/emulsion interface forms and its
position in the vial,HS, decreases over time, until the volume fraction of
the dispersed phase reaches a high value of typically 0.8−0.9 and the
droplets become closely packed. This dense emulsion is then
compressed at a much lower rate via the drainage of oil through the
interstitial films that separate water droplets so that HS decreases much
more slowly over time than initially, as revealed by Figure 1c. During the
early stages of the first settling regime, since water−oil interfaces are still
unsaturated with surfactant molecules, water droplets may easily merge
because of coalescence.18 The larger and heavier drops that form upon
the fusion of two droplets settle faster to the bottom of the tank than the
smaller initial droplets. These large drops become unstable when
reaching the bottom of the vial and create over time a water leg whose
position, HW, increases with time before reaching, at t = τ* typically on
the order of 1−102 minutes, a quasi-steady-state position HW

★ (Figure
1b). For t > τ*, a second regime, referred to as the dense emulsion (or
quasi-plateau) regime, takes place. In this regime, the height of the
dense emulsion zone L = HS − HW does not evolve significantly over a

Figure 2. Side-view images of the drop−drop experiment used to
investigate the coalescence between two water drops immersed in
dodecane (a) before and (b) after the two drops are in contact. In (a),
the continuous red lines correspond to the best shape profiles of the
drops numerically found by balancing the surface tension and
gravitation. The volumes of the upper and lower drops determined
through image analysis are respectively 1.6 and 2.9 μL. The
corresponding Bond numbers are 0.55 and 4.4, respectively. In our

experiment, the Bond number is defined as B gR
o

0
2

= ρ
γ

Δ
, whereΔρ and

γ are respectively the density difference and the surface tension between
the two phases and g and R0 are the gravity acceleration constant and
the curvature radius at the apex of the drop. The surface tension that is
numerically obtained by image analysis is 5.2 mN m−1.
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long period of time τc, which may last up to 105 minutes. After this
duration, the phase-separation kinetics accelerates11 and a third regime
is witnessed. As shown in Figure 1c, in the dense emulsion regime, the
position of the water/emulsion interface,HW, increases very slowly with
time, indicating that coalescence events still take place in the system,
but at a much slower rate than in the first settling regime. This results
from two combined effects. First, the surfactant molecules had enough
time to adsorb efficiently at the water−oil interfaces so that an
equilibrium between the surface concentration (Γ) and the
concentration of surfactant molecules present in the bulk can be
reached. Second, as a result of coalescence events occurring in the first
regime, the oil−water total area has adequately decreased over time so
that there are now sufficiently available surfactant molecules in the
system to ensure a high surface concentration coverage of the oil−water
interfaces. By considering that the minimum surface concentration Γ★

required to significantly impede coalescence events is roughly 80% of
the saturation value, Γsat, Dinh et al.

11 have demonstrated that the initial
thickness, L0, of the dense emulsion zone, observed at t = τ*, then varies
accordingly to

L
H

R
c c

3
( )0

0

0
0=

Γ
−★

★

(1)

with H0 being the initial height of the water column in the vial prior to
emulsification, R0 being the mean droplet radius reached at the start of
the dense regime, c0 being the concentration of surfactant molecules in
the system, and c★ being the minimum surfactant concentration
required to generate the dense zone. In the emulsion model system
prepared with Span 80 and no Tween 20, c★≃ 20 ppm. It is worthwhile
to note that eq 1 predicts that for emulsion systems with similar
dispersed-phase volume fractions and average droplet sizes, the initial
height of the W/O emulsion dense zone that can be witnessed linearly
increases with c0, the concentration of surfactant used to prepare the
emulsion.
In the emulsion dense zone, as the droplet surfaces are nearly

saturated with surfactant molecules, coalescence is a very slow kinetic
process that is thermally activated. A key parameter in characterizing
this phenomenon is therefore the coalescence rate per unit area,ω. The
quasi-plateau which lasts for a period of time, τc, is followed by a third
regime where the phase-separation kinetics accelerates, as depicted in
Figure 1. Dinh et al.11 have proposed a microscopic model that well
explains these various macroscopic observations. They assume that
coalescence is the main factor for the destabilization of the emulsion
and that ω remains constant during the whole destruction process.
Within the dense zone, they show that the contact area between two
closed compact droplets increases linearly with depth z because of the
felt hydrostatic pressure that varies asΔP≃Δρgz, so their probability of
coalescence also increases linearly with z. As a result, droplets close to
the water interface grow faster and are usually larger than upper ones.
On the basis of these ingredients, they develop a kinetic model that
describes the time evolution of the average droplet size, R(z, t). The
variation over time of R(z, t) that is predicted is very sharp and diverges
at a finite time τ(z) which increases with z. By taking for the duration of
the dense emulsion regime τc, the shorter divergence time of the system
which corresponds to that of the droplets in contact with the water/
emulsion interface column (i.e., z ≃ L0), they derive the following
analytical expression for the duration of the dense regime, τc, in terms of
the relevant physical parameters at play11

gL R2c
0 0

3τ γ
πω ρ

=
Δ (2)

where γ, g, and Δρ are the equilibrium oil−water interfacial tension
(IFT) of the system, the acceleration due to gravity and the density
difference between the aqueous and oil phases, respectively. When the
first transient regime exists (i.e., when L0 <H0), by combining eqs 1 and
2, one may then establish a simple relationship among ω, the
physicochemical parameters characterizing the emulsion system (c0, c*,
Γsat, andΔρ), and two easily measurable macroscopic quantities (τc and
L0) characterizing the dense emulsion regime occurring in the bottle
test experiments, as shown below:11

gH
c c L

H27 c 0

0

sat

3
0

0

4

ω γ
πτ ρ

=
Δ

−
Γ

★ −i

k
jjjjj

y

{
zzzzz

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz (3)

Equation 3 is a promising relationship that offers a simple and
inexpensive method to determine values of ω from bottle test
experiments. Herein, we decided to apply this methodology to study
the stability of Span 80-stabilized W/O emulsions, when Tween 20,
another surfactant well known to favor the formation of O/W
emulsions, is added to the system. To do so, we perform systematic
bottle test experiments by varying the concentration of Tween 20 that is
added to a reference W/O emulsion that is stabilized by 800 ppm Span
80 with 10mMNaCl in the aqueous phase and whose water/oil volume
ratio is 1. All experiments are performed at T = 23 °C. As shown in
Figure 3, we witness that τc decreases with the concentration of Tween

20, a result that clearly indicates that the addition of Tween 20
molecules to the emulsion system is strongly detrimental to its stability.
From the experimental set of data (L0, τc) determined from bottle test
experiments, we extract the values of ω by using eq 3. Since c★ is the
minimum concentration of Span 80 that allows the generation of the
dense emulsion zone, it can be simply measured for the systems in the
presence of Tween 20. For 10, 50, and 160 ppm Tween 20, the values
taken by c★ are 60, 200, and 400 ppm, respectively. Note that c★

increases with the concentration of Tween 20. Indeed, since Tween 20
molecules favor the formation of O/W emulsions instead of W/O
emulsions, higher concentrations of Span 80 are needed to compensate
for the effect of Tween 20 molecules on the spontaneous curvature of
the water−oil interfaces. In Table 1, we report ω values that we have
found for systems prepared with different concentrations of Tween 20.
For 10 and 50 ppm Tween 20, the values ofω are 1.2 × 106 and 6 × 106

(s−1 m−2), respectively. The presence of a small amount of Tween 20
such as 10 ppm therefore considerably increases the coalescence
frequency per unit area by about a factor of 30, which is very detrimental
to the stability of the W/O emulsion.

3.2. Drop−Drop Experiment Validation. To validate our bottle
test experimental methodology, we next compare ω values extracted
from bottle test experiments with those measured at the drop scale with
drop−drop experiments. Figure 4a reports the results of drop−drop
experiments performed on systems with different concentrations of
Tween 20 under similar experimental conditions (i.e., the volumes of
the two drops are identical and the temperature is constant, T = 23 °C).
For each system, the mean coalescence time of the two drops is
statistically determined over a total sampling of 50 consecutive drop−
drop experiments. As evident from Figure 4a, in the presence of Tween

Figure 3. Kinetics of the emulsion destruction process occurring for
different W/O emulsion systems in a bottle test experiment. All
emulsions are stabilized by 800 ppm Span 80, and they differ from each
other only by their respective amounts of Tween 20. The volume ratio
of the water phase over the oil phase is 1 for all of the emulsions, and the
vials used to perform these experiments are identical. The oil phase is
dodecane, and the water phase consists of 10 mM NaCl added to
deionized water. Note that the smaller the initial droplet size, the longer
the first settling regime lasts.
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20, the coalescence time of the emulsion system is significantly reduced.
From these collected data, we can estimate ω values under the
assumption that the mean coalescence time corresponds to 1/ωSc,
where Sc is the contact area between the two drops. The contact area, Sc
is determined through an image analysis of a side view of the two drops
at contact, as detailed in Appendix A. As clearly shown in Figure 4b, ω
values measured with drop−drop experiments correlate well with those
extracted from bottle test experiments (Table 1). In addition and to
ensure our assumption that the coalescence time is inversely
proportional to the surface contact, we have performed an additional
drop−drop experiment for the system of 800 ppm Span 80 at higher
surface contact Sc (Appendix A and Figure 11). The mean coalescence
time in this case is indeed lower than the one previously shown (Figure
4a). The obtained coalescence frequency is the same order of
magnitude as the obtained value in the other experiment at a lower
contact surface.

4. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

Our experimental results demonstrate that bottle test experi-
ments offer a simple, robust, and inexpensive way of determining
coalescence rates in concentrated emulsion systems. Using both
this methodology and standard drop−drop experiments, we
have shown that the presence of a very small amount of Tween
20 in our W/O emulsion system is very detrimental to its
stability since it significantly increases the coalescence rate.
This destabilization effect likely results from the competitive

adsorption of Span 80 and Tween 20 molecules on water−oil
interfaces and the opposite spontaneous curvatures of their
respective monolayers. Owing to their different packing
parameters,16,17 oil-soluble Span 80 and water-soluble Tween
20 molecules have a natural tendency to form W/O emulsions
and O/W emulsions, respectively. Because of the small volume
ratio between its hydrophilic head and its hydrophobic tail, Span

80 molecules take the shape of inverted truncated cones. In the
sole presence of thesemolecules, coalescence between twowater
droplets is hindered because of the high energy cost required to
create a hole in their oil interstitial film, which results from a
strong steric frustration of the Span 80 hydrophobic tails. With
Tween 20 molecules, such steric frustration no longer exists so
that the creation energy barrier of such a hole is lowered. The
presence of these molecules should therefore enhance the
probability of coalescence between two water droplets. Indeed,
physical phenomena triggered by curvature frustration are
reported not only in emulsions but also in a large number of
other systems.19

We next rationalize these experimental findings by introduc-
ing a model that well explains the effect of a surfactant
demulsifier on the destabilization of an emulsion occurring
through coalescence. This microscopic model adequately
predicts the coalescence rate per unit area, ω, as a function of
the composition of the surfactant mixture in the emulsion. It is
based on the calculation of W★, the energy cost required to
nucleate a transient neck between two droplets that, in the end,
leads to their fusion.12

Although the mechanism of hole nucleation has drawn much
interest over the last few decades, it remains elusive. Kashschiev
and Exerowa4,20 have proposed that the creation of a hole within
a surfactant thin film requires the generation of a depletion zone
with a lateral size L. Although the energy penalty of such a
process, γOWπL

2/4 (γOW is the surface tension between oil and
water with no surfactant), is rather large (>100kBT) for usual
surfactant molecules, it may be on the order of kBT if one
considers that L takes smaller values in the range of 1−5 Å.
However, the creation of this hole in the bilayer is not the

limiting step of coalescence. As discussed below, the spreading

Table 1. For the Different Systems Studied, Their Surfactant Mixture Composition, Experimental Data L0 and τc Extracted from
Bottle Test Measurements, Their Interfacial Tension γ Values Measured Using a Commercial Tensiometer (TECLIS), and Their
ω Values Predicted by Equation 3

surfactant mixture L0/H0 τc (min) γ (mN m−1) c★ (ppm) ω (s−1 m−2)

800 ppm Span 80 0.50 8.8 × 103 5.2 20 2.0 × 105

800 ppm Span 80 + 10 ppm Tween 20 0.34 1.9 × 103 4.1 60 1.2 × 106

800 ppm Span 80 + 50 ppm Tween 20 0.25 1.8 × 103 3.2 200 6.1 × 106

800 ppm Span 80 + 70 ppm Tween 20 0.15 3.0 × 103 2.5 250 1.9 × 107

800 ppm Span 80 + 120 ppm Tween 20 0.05 8.0 × 103 1.5 380 2.0 × 108

800 ppm Span 80 + 160 ppm Tween 20 0.10 1.8 × 103 0.8 400 3.2 × 107

Figure 4. (a) Cumulative probability distribution of drop rest times at the oil−water interface. Continuous lines indicate the best fits of the data using a
log-normal distribution function. (b) Comparison between the values of the coalescence rate per unit area,ω, measured with drop−drop experiments
and extracted from bottle test experiments by using eq 3. The points are the mean values, and the error bars correspond to the standard errors of the
experimental data obtained from drop−drop experiments.
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of the nucleated hole requires another energy barrier to be
overcome. If we consider the thermally activated scenario,
introduced by Vrij, then the creation of a circular hole within the
surfactant film, as depicted in Figure 5, requires a surface energy,
given by21

W b a b b a b2 ( ) 2 ( )S
2 2πγ π= [ + − − + ] (4)

where a and b are the radius of the hole and the film thickness,
respectively. This energy comes from the interplay between the
energy penalty at the edge of the hole where the surfactant film is
rounded and takes the shape of a semicircular torus and the
energy gain in the planar part. When b is constant, WS takes a
maximum value, 2.94γb2, for a ≃ 0.57b. This value corresponds
to the energy barrier that must be overcome so that the
nucleated hole may spread. However, as noticed by Kabalnov et
al.,12 there is also a bending energy penalty to take into account
since the monolayer at the edge of the nucleation hole is strongly
curved. The relative contribution of this bending term to the
total energy may become important when the surface tension is
small. The bending modulus of the surfactant monolayer, κ,
which depends on the length of the surfactant tail,22 may
typically be on the order of a few kBT for usual surfactant
systems.23 The relative contributions of the surface and bending
terms to the total energy cost are set by the elastocapillary

length, λ = κ
γ
. When the deformation length of themonolayer

is larger (respectively smaller) than λ, the surface (respectively
the bending) energy dominates.
According to Kabalnov et al.,12 the energy barrier W(a, b)

required to open a hole of radius a within a surfactant film of
thickness b is the sum of three terms

W a b W W W( , ) S B G= + + (5)

whereWS is given by eq 4,WB is the bending energy penalty of
the curved film at the edge of the nucleation hole, andWG is the
Gaussian curvature contribution accounting for the fact that the
creation of the hole reduces the Euler characteristic of the
monoloyer by 2. As shown by Kabalnov et al.,12 WB andWG are
respectively given by

W K a K b
a b

b a a b
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a b
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(6)

and WG = −4πκ̅, where κ̅ and K0 are the saddle-splay modulus
and the spontaneous curvature of the surfactant monolayer,
respectively. Note that, as we will show in the following text,
close to the range value of hole radius a at the maximum energy
barrier, the three terms (WB,WS, andWG) are of the same order
of magnitude and are not significantly different from each other.

Since the monolayer is fully covered by surfactant, the
thickness of the thin film is extremely small and corresponds to a
Newton black film.2,24 We therefore claim that b must be as
small as possible and therefore takes a value b0 which is about
half the thickness of a surfactant bilayer. The energy barrierW★

that has to be overcome for the hole to spread then corresponds
to the maximum of the functionW(a, b0) versus a, which can be
found numerically. A rapid dimensional analysis of the problem
reveals thatW★ can be expressed as a function of γb0

2 and three

dimensionless parameters of the system, namely, b0

λ
, K0λ, and

κ
κ
̅ .

However, since the spontaneous curvature K0 is indeed related

to the interfacial tension γ through K 10 2 2
= − + κ

κ
γ
κ

̅

,23,25,26 the problem has only two dimensionless parameters: b0

λ
and κ

κ
̅ . Note that, because of thermodynamic stability, 2κ + κ̅ > 0

and κ̅ < 0.23 Thus, the variations of κ and κ̅ are limited and the
change in the spontaneous curvatureK0 is strongly related to the
variation of the interfacial tension γ. κ and κ̅ are related more to
the size of the molecules and can be considered in a first order
approximation to be nearly constant when the composition of
the mixture of surfactants is varied. Furthermore, we have
checked that all of the results below weakly depend on the
variation of these bending moduli. For our quaternary system
made of Span 80, Tween 20, water, and dodecane, we take b0 ≃
1.7 nm,27,28 κ = 0.59kBT, and κ̅ = −0.58kBT.23 The only
remaining variable in our problem is therefore the interfacial
tension γ. As detailed in Appendix B, the third term on the right-
hand side of eq 6 can be replaced by a linear approximation, and
we can thus establish an analytical expression that relatively well
approximates the energy barrier, W★:

( )
W

b b

b
b
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2
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0 2
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π γ κ κ γ
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π γ

π κ κ γ π κ κ
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+ + ̅ +

−

− + ̅ − + ̅

κ
★

(7)

As shown in Figure 6, the values ofW★ thus determined are very
close to those numerically obtained by solving eqs 5 and 6. For
large interfacial tension values, W★ decreases as γ decreases
since it is mainly governed by the contribution of the surface
tension energy term. However, when γ reaches sufficiently small
values, the contribution of the surface tension energy toW★may
then become smaller than that of the bending energy. In this
case, since a large hole must be created in order to compensate
for the effect of the bending energy, the value ofW★ increases as
γ decreases.
Under the assumption that coalescence is a thermally

activated destruction process, the coalescence rate per unit
area then satisfies

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the nucleation of a hole in a thin surfactant film. A depletion zone with a lateral size on the order of a molecular
size is first created in the film (II). Because of attractive van derWaals interactions, the thickness of this depletion zone decreases (III) up to zero when a
hole is created and the surfactant film then forms a torus (IV) to minimize its energy.
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where f, the characteristic scale ofω, can be estimated roughly as
followed. As depicted in Figure 7, the time required for a

surfactant molecule present in the bulk to diffuse over the
characteristic distance b0 is τ = b0

2/Ds, where Ds is the diffusion
coefficient of surfactant molecules in the bulk. (We consider that
the surface diffusion is much slower than diffusion from the
bulk.) Now, by taking a characteristic area of πb0

2 which
corresponds roughly to that of the smallest hole that can form,
the frequency per unit area is f ≈ τ−1/πb0

2, which yields

f
D
b

s

0
4π

≃
(9)

From dynamic interfacial tension measurements (SI), we
estimate that the diffusion coefficient of Span 80 in dodecane,
Ds, is on the order of 10−11 m2/s, which accounts for the
surfactant diffusion and adsorption on the interface. This value is
in good agreement with that found in the literature.29

By taking b = 1.7 nm and the obtained value for Ds, we first
determine the value of f by using eq 9 that we next report in eq 8.
For each surfactant mixture that we have investigated (Table 1),
we then compute its energy barrier,W★, by using eq 7 and then
deduce its coalescence frequency ω by using eq 8. As shown in
Figure 8, very good agreement is found between theoretically
predicted values and experimental ones that are reported in
Table 1.
Now, if one considers that in eq 8 the contribution of the

exponential energy barrier term prevails over that of the
prefactor f, it sounds acceptable to use in eq 9 the Stokes−
Einstein expression of Ds to estimate f. By doing so, we

determine that f ≃ kBT/6π
2b0

5η, a result that when reported in
eq 8 sheds some light on the influence of the viscosity of the
continuous phase on ω. Very interestingly, we remark that this
relationship well describes the effect of the viscosity of the
continuous phase on droplet coalescence that has been
qualitatively reported in some experiments.30,31

Finally, in the case of very small surface tension, surface
fluctuations becomes huge. The consequence is that other
phenomena may occur with a cosolubilization of oil and water.
In this Winsor III regime, our model no longer applies. Our
model is indeed limited to a range of surface tension that
corresponds to the Winsor II regime.
In the next section, we will investigate whether this theoretical

framework can be used to successfully predict the stability of
water-in-crude oil emulsion systems, a very important issue for
the petroleum industry.

5. APPLICATION TO OTHER EMULSION SYSTEMS:
TOWARD A UNIVERSAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
EFFECT OF A DEMULSIFYING SURFACTANT ON
EMULSION STABILITY LOSS

To explain the increase in the coalescence rate per unit area, ω,
that occurs in a concentrated W/O emulsion when a surfactant
demulsifier is added to it, we have previously introduced a
microscopic model. Within this model framework, we have
derived several analytical formulas (eqs 7−9) that allow one to
predict the value of ω for a W/O emulsion. By working with
Span 80-stabilized W/O emulsions to which a few quantities of
Tween 20 (a water-soluble molecule that herein acts as a
demulsifier) are added, we have shown that the values of ω
predicted with our model agree very well with those
experimentally measured. We now compare the theoretical
values of ω with experimental values for a wide range of other
emulsion systems. Our objective is now to investigate whether
our theoretical framework can be successfully applied to real life
emulsion systems, such as crude oil/additive systems, in order to
predict and quantify how their lifetimes are altered by the
addition of a demulsifier agent. To illustrate this point, let us first
consider, for instance, two W/O emulsion systems A and B.
Their respective continuous and dispersed phases are similar,
and their droplets are covered by the same oil-soluble surfactant
molecules. However, their temperatures or their compositions
(salt contents or concentration of an added demulsifier) may be
different. As these various physical parameters are known to
affect the spontaneous curvature of a surfactant monolayer,13,32

Figure 6. Values ofW★ determined by numerically solving eqs 5 and 6
(blue curve) and by using the approximated analytical expression
derived in eq 7 as a function of γ for b0 = 1.7 nm, κ = 0.59kBT, and κ̅ =
−0.58kBT.

Figure 7. Schematic representation of a surfactant molecule diffusing
from the bulk to the curved surface of the surfactant film that forms
when a hole is created.

Figure 8. Comparison between experimental and theoretically
predicted values of ω for the various surfactant mixtures investigated
in Table 1. For each system, ω is predicted by combining eqs 7−9. The
experimental value of γ that is reported in Table 1 is inserted into eq 7.
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the lifetimes of these two emulsions are therefore expected to
differ. Since water-in-crude oil emulsions are very complex
systems, it is not possible to simply estimate the prefactor f that
intervenes in the analytical expression of ω, which we have
previously derived. However, it is reasonable to infer that the
prefactor, f, is the same for systems A and B that differ only from
the spontaneous curvatures of their respective surfactant films.
Within this assumption, from eq 7 it is straightforward to show
that the ratio between their respective coalescence rates ωB/ωA
does not depend on the unknown prefactor, f, but only on the
difference between their respective energy barriers,WA

★ andWB
★.

We next investigate whether this assumption is valid, in other
words, if the ratio between the coalescence rates of systems B
and A that are experimentally measured agrees with the
theoretical prediction obtained with eq 7. This will confirm
whether our theoretical framework can be successfully applied to
predict the ratio between the coalescence rates of two systems
that differ only from their temperature or salt composition or
from the addition of additives. If so, then we believe the
analytical formula, derived in eq 7, would offer an
unprecedented guide in emulsion science to robustly estimate
emulsion lifetimes solely from their IFT values.
To optimize the formulation of emulsions with regard to their

stability, bottle tests are widely used in industry as well as in
academical research laboratories. The time lapse to reach a
certain percentage of macroscopic phase separation is a
commonly used variable to characterize an emulsion’s stability.
For concentrated emulsion systems, we claim here that this
quantity is simply proportional to the time duration of their
dense emulsion regime, τc.

11 For crude oil emulsions, the
concentration of natural emulsifiers present in them is usually
very high so that the surface of the droplets is fully covered by
these molecules very soon after their creation by emulsification.
Consequently, these systems may not exhibit the first regime of
separation preceding the dense emulsion (or quasi-plateau)
regime that we have previously identified and characterized.11

When this occurs, as L0 =H0, the time duration, τc, predicted by
eq 3 is given by τc ≈ γ/ωR0

3,11 where R0 is the initial size of the
droplets. For two such emulsions systems A and B, one therefore
obtains the following relationship between their respective
lifetimes, τcA and τcB,
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where R0A and R0B stand for the initial mean droplet radius of the
two systems, respectively.
In most mechanical emulsification techniques, the formation

of droplets occurs in turbulent flows. Under such flow
conditions, the droplet size results from a balance between
interfacial stresses and inertial or viscous stresses. At high
Reynolds numbers, turbulent mixing is characterized by a
cascade of energy from large to small length scales in the so-
called inertial subrange, where inertial stresses prevail over
viscous stresses, down to the Kolmogorov length, K below
which viscosity is predominant in the viscous subrange.33

Therefore, depending on whether the size of the droplet is larger
or smaller than K , the interfacial stress is balanced either by the
inertial stress or by the viscous stress, respectively. In the inertial
subrange, the mean droplet size, R0, which results from a balance
between the interfacial stress, 2γ/R0, and the inertial stress,
ρ(ϵd)2/3 is therefore given by R0 ≈ γ3/5ρ−3/5ϵ−2/5, where ρ is the
density of the continuous phase and ϵ is the energy dissipation

per unit mass and time.34−36 The value of the numerical
prefactor depends on the design of the emulsifying mixer and on
its characteristic length scales. Such a droplet formation regime
occurs when the Reynolds number in play is very high. The
occurrence of such a regime is promoted by low-viscosity oils
used as continuous phases. When the two emulsions, A and B,
are generated under similar operating mixing conditions, we can
deduce that for the inertial regime of emulsification

( )R
R

3/5
0A

0B

A

B
= γ

γ
. In the viscous subrange, the interfacial stress

γ/R0 is balanced against the viscous stress ηγ̇ so that R is then
given by R0 ≈ γ/ηγ̇, where γ̇ is the shear rate. We can thus note
that in this latter droplet formation regime, R0A/R0B = γA/
γB.

34,37,38 Such a regime may experimentally be witnessed when
the viscosity of the continuous oil phase becomes large enough.
To summarize, when working under the same operating mixing
conditions, we note that
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where the value of the exponent, n, is 3/5 for the inertial
subrange and 1 for the viscous subrange regimes of droplet
formation. These two regimes are experimentally observed by
working with low- and high-viscosity oils, respectively. By
combining eqs 10 and 11, it is straightforward to derive that
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The considered systems A and B differ only from the
spontaneous curvature of the surfactant monolayer, and their
prefactors f are essentially the same. Therefore, the ratio of the
coalescence frequencies ωA and ωB is

W W
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whereWA
★ andWB

★ are the energy barriers of hole nucleation of
systems A and B, respectively. By integrating eq 7 into eq 13, we
are able to compute the ratio of coalescence frequencies ωB/ωA
of systems A and B solely from their interfacial tensions.
Subsequently, we can substitute into eq 12 to predict the relative
stability between two emulsion systems, having both the same
aqueous and oil phases, and surfactant monolayers, exhibiting
different spontaneous curvature, solely from their water−oil
interfacial tensions. This could be of primary interest in the field
of emulsion science as it offers a practical way to easily quantify
how the stability of an emulsion through coalescence is altered
by a change in its temperature, its salinity content, or its
composition (if a demulsifier agent is added to the system).
To validate this approach, in the next step, we have taken a

close look at the scientific literature in the search for works that
have systematically investigated the stability of crude oil
emulsions having either different formulations (change in
salinity or addition of demusifiers) or different temperatures
while taking great care to characterize the IFT of their systems.
From these investigations, we have found several relevant
articles dealing with various W/O emulsion systems, which we
present and discuss here. Using bottle test experiments, Bouriat
et al.39 have screened the influence of several model demulsifiers,
including Tween 80, NP15EO, and triblock pluronic series, on
the stability of W/O crude oil emulsions diluted in cyclohexane.
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Using a similar experimental approach, Li et al.40 have tested the
efficiency of synthetic demulsifiers based on natural tanic acid to
phase separate crude oil emulsions. Alsabagh et al.41 and Kang et
al.42 have investigated the stability loss of crude oil emulsions
caused by the addition of a demulsifier agent based on
polyethylene and propylene oxides. El-Sharaky et al.43 have
performed research on new star polymeric nonionic surfactants
as crude oil emulsion breakers. Wen et al.44 have analyzed the
biological demulsification process of a W/O emulsion. For all of
these aforementioned works, we have carefully read the mixing
operating conditions in play during the emulsification process
while taking good note of the values of the physical quantities
(water−oil surface tension, oil viscosity, and oil density)
characterizing the systems investigated. From these gathered
data, we can estimate the Reynolds numbers in play during the
emulsification process and conclude that for all of these reported
studies the formation of droplets which occurs under turbulent
flow falls into the inertial subrange regime.
By using eq 12 with n = 3/5 and the reported IFT

measurements, we first compute the predicted value for τcB/
τcA, the relative lifetime of the two studied emulsions (the
reference one, A, and the other one, B). We underline the fact
that the two emulsions, A and B, that are studied and whose
lifetimes are compared in each article (i) possess the same
aqueous and oil phases and (ii) are prepared using the same
emulsification protocol. However, their surfactant monolayers
exhibit different spontaneous curvatures caused either by the
addition of a demulsifier in emulsion B or by a change in the
salinity of the aqueous phase. For all of these articles, we also
extract the experimental values of τcB/τcA that we next compare
to the previously predicted values, as depicted in Figure 9. (See

the SI for more information.) Strikingly, we observe that all
experimental data collapse remarkably well onto the theoretical
prediction given by eq 12, indicating that the stability behavior
of these W/O systems seems to be universal. Our results reveal
the very good correlation that exists between the relative stability
of two W/O emulsion systems and their respective IFT values.
Of course, it is important to point out that the universal behavior
predicted by eq 12 and experimentally evidenced in Figure 9
stands only because we assume that the values of κ and κ̅ are
similar for all emulsion systems as remarked on in the previous

section and because we have not taken into account the
complexity of the crude oil systems. Although the theoretical
predictions follow well the trend of the experimental points as
shown in Figure 9, they are not in completely good agreement.
This can be explained by the variation of b0, κ, and κ̅ of different
formulations.
From the very good agreement found in Figure 9 between

experimental findings and theoretical predictions, we conclude
that our crude model quantitatively well describes the stability of
emulsions with IFT values in the range of 10−3−102 mN/m. In
addition, our results indicate that the bending and saddle-splay
moduli κ and κ̅ of the surfactant monolayers that naturally favor
the formation of W/O crude oil systems likely take values of
around κ = 0.59kBT and κ̅ = −0.58kBT. Very importantly, our
experimental findings and theoretical predictions unveil the
crucial importance of reducing the IFT of a W/O system to
efficiently improve its destabilization, as already noticed by
several authors..32,45

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the stability loss of Span 80-stabilized W/O
emulsions caused by the addition of Tween 20, a water-soluble
surfactant that acts as a demulsifier and promotes coalescence in
W/O emulsion systems. Following the experimental method-
ology recently introduced by Dinh et al.,11 we have extracted the
values of ω, the coalescence rate per unit area, for these systems
through systematic bottle test experiments; the use of drop−
drop coalescence experiments has corroborated the results
obtained in the bottle tests. Our experimental findings show that
the lifetime of the W/O emulsion significantly decreases with
the amount of Tween 20 added to it. We have rationalized our
experimental results by introducing a microscopic model that
explains the effect of a surfactant demulsifier added to a W/O
system on the occurrence of nucleating a hole through the oil
interstitial film separating two adjacent water droplets. Within
this theoretical framework, we have established an analytical
formula that predicts that the ratio between the coalescence
rates per unit are of two emulsions solely from the values of their
respective IFTs that very well describe our experimental data. In
addition, as already noticed by several authors, our results unveil
the importance of reducing the IFT of an emulsion system in
order to destabilize it. Despite its simplicity and the strong
assumptions made, this analytical formula also remarkably well
captures experimental findings obtained for a wide range of
water-in-crude oil emulsion systems by other research groups.
We anticipate that our results could be of great interest for the
scientific community working in the field of emulsion science.

■ APPENDIX A: ESTIMATION OF THE SURFACE OF
CONTACT IN DROP−DROP EXPERIMENTS

The mean coalescence time between two coalescing drops
strongly depends on their surface of contact, Sc. We present here
a simple image analysis method to estimate Sc accurately in a
drop−drop experiment, as depicted in Figure 10. Note that our
method works properly only when the surface of contact is very
small but is difficult to estimate otherwise. Below, we detail the
method. We assume that the surface of contact is a flat disk with
radius Rc.
Let us first consider the lower drop before it contacts the

upper one. At its apex, the internal and external pressures, noted
as Pi and Pe, respectively, are related to each other by Laplace’s
law

Figure 9. Comparison between theoretical predictions from our model
and experimental data obtained for different water-in-crude oil
emulsion systems. The predicted values have been found by taking κ
= 0.59kBT, κ̅ = −0.58kBT, and b0 = 1.7 nm for all investigated systems.
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where γ is the interfacial tension between the two immiscible
phases and R0 is the curvature radius at the apex. Let us define P0
as the pressure applied to the liquid at the tip of the lower needle
by the syringe pump to overcome the Laplace pressure and
generate the water drop immersed in the continuous oil phase.
The hydrostatic pressure felt inside the drop leads to

P gL Pi 0ρ+ Δ = (15)

where Δρ is the water/oil density difference and L is the length
between the apex of the drop and the tip of the needle as shown
in Figure 10. Ld describes the length between the height position
of the equator, where the radius of the drop is at its maximum,
and the tip of the needle.
Now let us consider the two drops in contact, at rest before

they merge. The extra pressure caused by the contact leads to a
small deformation of the apex of the lower drop, x, and a small
deformation of the equator line of the lower droplet that we note
asΔRe = Re− Re0. Note that x≪ L andΔRe≪ Re0. This contact
also creates a thin oil film between the two drops in which the
pressure is Pf. If one assumes that this film is flat, then the
internal liquid pressure at the apex of the lower drop is Pf = Pi′.
Writing the hydrostatic pressure profile inside the deformed
drop yields

P g L x P( )f 0ρ+ Δ − = (16)

The water internal pressure at the equator line, PM, is given by
PM = P0 −ΔρgLD, where LD is the distance between the equator
and the needle. Note that although the lower drop deforms
because of its contact with the upper one, the length Ld remains
mostly constant since the droplet volume is unchanged due to its
incompressibility.
We next analyze the force balance that applies to the part of

the lower drop located above its equator line after contact with
the upper drop is made. The vertically upward component of the
exerted force on this part of the drop which is induced by the
pressure PM felt at the equator line can be expressed as Fup =
PMπRe

2 = (P0 − ΔρgLD)πRe
2, where Re is the new radius of the

equator line. The vertical component of the downward force
Fdown exerted on this drop includes the sum of the gravitational
and buoyancy forces ΔρgVup where Vup corresponds to the
volume of the part of the drop that is located above its equator

line, the capillary force 2πReγ, the force induced by the exterior
pressure Peπ(Re

2 − Rc
2), and the force exerted by the pressure

inside the thin oil film PfπRc
2. By summing these terms, one

obtains the force balance equation applied to this part of the
lower drop:

P gL R gV R P R R P R( ) 2 ( )0 D e
2

up e e e
2

c
2

f c
2ρ π ρ π γ π π− Δ = Δ + + − +
(17)

By combining eqs 14−17, one can derive a relationship among
Rc, and Re, Vup, LD, and x:
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When the deformation is small, a first-order expansion in terms
of ΔRe of this relationship leads to
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(19)

Equation 19 enables us to simply estimate the radius of
contact Rc from the known physical−chemical parameters of our
system, γ = 5.2 mN/m and Δρ = 250 kg/m3, and from some
geometrical parameters that can be measured using an image
analysis of two side views of the drop taken before and after
contact with the other drop. For example, from an image analysis
of Figure 10 performed with ImageJ, we measured Re0 = 1.06 ±
0.005 mm,ΔRe = 0.02± 0.005 mm, L = 1.12± 0.005 mm, LD =
0.4± 0.005 mm, and x = 0.08± 0.005 mm. By substituting these
collected data values into eq 19, we can then estimate that Rc =
0.17± 0.02 mm and that the surface of contact between the two
drops is roughly 0.1 ± 0.01 mm2.
In addition, we have also performed another experiment

where the contact surface area is increased while keeping the
same formulation (800 ppm Span 80 in dodecane) and droplet
volume with the above experiment, as shown in Figure 11.
Applying the above method, we found that the estimated surface
of contact in this case is about 0.4 ± 0.01 mm2.

Figure 10. Side views of the two drops taken before and after contact. Shown are the various geometrical lengths defined in the text that permit us to
easily estimate the surface of contact between the two drops by using eq 19.
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■ APPENDIX B: APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL
EXPRESSION OF W★

Here, we derive an analytical expression that well approximates
W★. First, we express W(a, b0) in terms of the dimensionless
variable u = 1 + a/b0:

W u b
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Second, by plotting W u( )
2πκ

versus u, we notice that the maximum

value, W
2πκ

★
, is found for a value of u★ for which the function

g u a( ) tanu
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is well approximated by its linear

asymptote g u u( ) 2
u 2
⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯ + π

→∞
. Therefore, by replacing g(u) in

eq 20 with its asymptotic expansion u2
2

+ π , we can determine

an approximate value of W(u) and subsequently derive an
analytical expression for themaximum inW(u), as shown below:
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